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The paper describes a semantic framework for languages used in defming non- 
deterministic search of problem spaces. The chosen formalism is production system 
formalism. Semantics is discussed from an operational viewpoint, taking into 
account the role of control strategies, and from a denotational viewpoint. Com- 
parisons between operational and denotational semantics are developed. t? 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Non-determinism to day is an important issue in the held of programm- 
ing language design and semantics. However, the term is used to mean dif- 
ferent ideas in different lields. Indeed, it is used in the framework of parallel 
processing (Hoare, 1978; Milner, 1980), while it is used with a different 
meaning in the held of languages for artilicial intelligence (Cohen, 1979). 
In the framework of parallel processing, non-determinism has been 
thoroughly studied from several points of view: operational (Milner, 1980), 
denotational (Francez et ui., 1979) and algebraic (Degano and Montanari, 
1984; Maggiolo-Schettini and Winkowsky, 1984). The denotational 
approach to the semantics of programming languages models a sequential 
deterministic program as an element of an appropriate functional domain, 
for example, the domain of continuous functions from states to states. 
When non-deterministic features are present, semantic functions are multi- 
valued functions, for instance, functions from states to sets of states. Some 
kind of powerdomain is introduced as target of the semantic functions 
(Plotkin, 1876; Smyth, 1978; Winskel, 1983). 
The B-semantics approach, proposed in (Francez et uZ., 1979), exploits 
Smyth’s (1978) powerdomains in order to build a semantic model for CSP 
(Hoare, 1978). The semantics of a program is built in two steps: lirst a 
process in isolation is denoted by an element of an appropriate domain of 
trees; then, the trees denoting the processes are merged together to yield 
the semantics of the whole program. 
The subject of this paper is the non-deterministic search of solution 
spaces. In this framework, choice points mean that several alternative and 
independent ways to solve the problem are possible. The search of solution 
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spaces has been deeply studied from a practical point of view (Barr and 
Feigenbaum, 1981; Nillson, 1980); however, it has been never formalized 
with mathematical means, as far as we know. 
Production systems (Davis and King, 1976; Newell and Simon, 1972; 
Nillson, 1980) are one of the most widespread formalisms for expressing 
non-deterministic search of solutions spaces. In a production system a 
problem is delined via a set of facts (state), a set of condition-action pairs 
(productions) and a goal, i.e., a predicate on facts. A production has the 
form 
if the state of facts is characterized by some specilic property 
then assert/update/retract certain specilic facts 
The execution of a production system consists in transforming the initial 
set of facts applying the productions until the goal is satislied. 
In the production system style, the solution is not defined by an 
algorithm but via a set of rules in a fragmentary way. The approach 
presents several advantages. A production system does not contain the 
order of application of rules: linding out a correct sequencing of rule 
application is left as a task to the executor. A production system can be 
built incrementally. Since the formalism is inherently fragmentary, it is easy 
to add more and more fragments of knowledge (rules), without having to 
modify the previous ones. In other words, it is natural to give solutions in 
which the knowledge about the problem needs not to be complete. The 
only consequence is that the production system will fail in solving some 
instances of the problem. 
Production systems have proved to be one of the most suitable for- 
malisms for building an expert system. The knowledge of the human expert 
is expressed as a set of rules. Characteristics like fragmentation of 
knowledge and incrementality play a crucial role in making the implemen- 
tation of the expertise possible. 
The paper addresses the problem of modeling “what” is computed by a 
production system, both from an operational and a denotational point of 
view. To this end, an operational semantic framework and a denotational 
one will be discussed and compared. 
The work on semantics of parallel processes has been influential in two 
respects: the use of a domain of trees for the delinition of an intermediate 
semantics as in (Francez et uf., 1979) and the construction of a very simple 
powerdomain for more abstract semantics. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a language for coding 
production systems and the main ideas underlying its semantic model are 
discussed. Section 3 introduces the semantic domains which will be used for 
the definition of the semantics. Section 4 is devoted to the definition of an 
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operational semantic framework. The main issues are the formal definition 
of control strategies and their properties. The following sections address the 
problem of defining the denotational semantics of production systems and 
the comparison with operational semantics. 
2. THE! LANGUAGE AND ITS INFORMAL SEMANTICS 
Let S be a set of states. A search problem is the problem of tinding a 
sequence of transformations of an initial state in order to reach a state 
enjoying a given property. 
A production system codes a search problem via the definition of 
- a goal E, expressing the condition which has to hold for the tinal 
state; 
- a tinite set of productions 
where Ei denotes a predicate on the state and Ci is a state transformation. 
A production is applicable to a state if Ei is veritied by the state. 
It is unessential for this paper to discuss the detailed nature of the states, 
expressions, commands and so on. We assume the following hypotheses: 
- the set S of the states is an enumerable set; 
- expressions and state transformations compute total functions. 
We will denote by IE and C the interpretation functions of expressions 
(Expr) and commands (Corn), respectively (Gordon, 1979; Stay, 1977): 
E: Exp + [S + Bool] 
C: Corn -+ [S + S]. 
The process of computing a production system, in a given state, has the 
following properties: 
1. The state verities the goal. This means that a solution to the 
problem has been found. 
2. The state does not verify the goal and none of the productions are 
applicable. This means that there is no way to tind solutions starting from 
the current state. Such a result is called a fuifure. 
3. The state does not satisfy the goal, but there is a non-empty set of 
applicable productions. 
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The last case is where non-determinism becomes blunt and where the 
semantics becomes subtle. The lirst issue to be settled is to establish what 
kind of function is denoted by a production system. There are two 
possibilities: 
- a function from S to S, i.e., a function yielding one of the states 
satisfying E, if one exists; 
- a function from S to some kind of powerdomain built on S, i.e., a 
function yielding all the states satisfying E. 
Usually, real implementations are sequential in nature and provide 
semantics of the first kind. On the other hand, the second viewpoint seems 
theoretically sounder, since it eliminates from the model any arbitrariness 
of implementation. Our approach accomodates, in some sense, both of the 
viewpoints. Indeed, a domain of multi-valued functions is introduced lirst, 
then it is simplilied to a single-valued function domain. 
As usual, the non-deterministic choice is modeled by a union operator in 
the chosen powerdomain. That is, result of a choice is the union of the 
results of its branches. The critical issue is to defme the behavior of the 
union operator on failure and undetined. In this respect, search non-deter- 
minism is different from other non-deterministic frameworks. Indeed, 
failures and undelined results deserve a special treatment. 
Suppose, for simplicity, that union is a binary operator. Union applied 
to a result and the undelined must simply return the result, since we agree 
that the semantics of a program is a function returning the results 
whenever there are some. On the other hand, also the union of a result 
with a failure must result into the result, since we do not care about failure 
if good results are found. These considerations lead to conclude that 
detined results absorb, in the union, both failures and undelined results. 
It remains to be discussed how the union behaves on a failure-undefined 
pair. Since a failure is not a good result, but simply denotes an abandoned 
computation, we have to conclude that the result of the union is undelined. 
In summary, a non-deterministic program is denoted by a function whose 
values are 
- undefined when at least one of the branches is undetined (i.e., 
intinite) and all others lead to failure. 
- failure when every branch of the computation leads to a failure; 
- the set of results otherwise. 
It is worth noting that the third case does not imply, in general, that the 
execution halts. If the solution space is intinite, the set of results is obtained 
only as a limit. A finite sub-computation would yield, in general, a finite 
subset of, i.e., an approximation to, the whole set of results. 
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3. SEMANTIC DOMAINS 
The notion of a search tree is the basic tool necessary for the for- 
malization of the semantics of production systems. Informally, a search tree 
is a tree, where the nodes are labeled by states and where new nodes are 
added when executing productions. In this respect the execution of a 
production system can be viewed as the step by step construction of a 
search tree. The domain of search trees is delined according to the Nivat’s 
(1979) approach. 
Although the elements of the domain of search trees can be used as 
denotations of the semantics of production systems, they are too 
operational in nature since they record, for example, all the intermediate 
steps necessary to solve a problem. A more abstract denotation for a 
production system is one which records only the actual solutions contained 
in the search tree, i.e., either a, possibly empty, set of successful states or 
failure. In this section, a suitable domain of sets of states is delined to this 
purpose. Furthermore a function relating the two domains of denotations is 
detined. Such a function extracts from a search tree either the appropriate 
set of solutions or failure. 
3.1. Search Trees 
Let S be a set (of states), E a predicate on S (goal), and M a positive 
natural number. Let S + = S u {failure} u { 1} a flat partial order, i.e., 
vs, s’cs+, s<s’ iff s=.l ors=s’. 
The set of search trees Ts,E.,,-the indices will be dropped in the sequel-is 
delined as 
T= {r 1 t: [M]*-S+}, 
where [M] denotes the interval [ 1 . . . M], and each t is such that 
la) VP, q3 t(p) = l= Oql= 1 
(b) VP, q#A, t(p)=failure*t(pq)= 1 
Cc) VP, q + 4 ~~~~~~~ =z. t(m) = 1 
(d) VP, {i 1 io [A41 and t(pi)# 1} = [M] or { }, 
where pq denotes the concatenation of the sequence (path from now on) p 
with the path q, and the empty path is denoted by A. Often, when clear 
from the context, a natural number will be used in place of the sequence 
containing only the number itself. Furthermore, the letters r, s will be used 
to denote elements of S+, p, q to denote elements of [Ml*, i.e., paths, 
i, 1; h, k, m, n to denote natural numbers, t to denote search trees. 
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DEFMTION (partial order on T). t<t’*Vp, t(p)#l*t’(p)=t(p), 
i.e., T is ordered according to the natural ordering of partial functions. The 
least element of T is said to be the empty tree. 
According to Nivat (1979), the set T is a complete partial order with 
respect to the relation <. Indeed, in the terminology of Nivat, 
where F= {s 1 -I,?(,s)} and I’= {s 1 E(s)) u {failure]. 
DEFINITION (subtree). The subtree t’ of t, rooted in p, denoted as 
sbt(t, JI) is such that 
VcL t’(q) = dPl1. 
PROPERTY 1. t<t’at(A)=t’(A) undVie[M],sbt(t,i)<sbt(t’,+ 
The property restates the partial order relation on T in a recursive way, 
i.e., t is less defined than t’ if they have the same root and the subtrees of t 
are less defined than the corresponding subtrees of t’. 
DEFINITION (tree constructor). Given an element s of S+ and M trees 
ll,..., th4, then the tree having s as root and t, ,..., tM as subtrees is denoted 
‘-v 
($7 <t , ,..., f,bf )>. 
DEFINITION (terminal path). Given a tree t and a path p, JI is terminal 
in t if 
f(P) + 1 
vie [Ml, t( pi) = 1. 
Every terminal path corresponds to a leaf of the tree. The set of teminal 
paths of t is denoted by L(t). 
DEFINITION (expandable path). The set of expandable paths is defined 
as 
DEFINITION (mkt function). 
mkt:S+ +T 
mkt(s) = t, where t is such that t(A) = s and each sbt( t, i) is empty. 
In other words, mkt builds a tree of a single node containing .Y. 
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3.2, Domains of Sets of Results 
DEFINITION (Domain D). 
D = p(S)@ {failure, L}, 
where p(S) is the power set of S, ordered by the usual set inclusion, @ is 
the smash sum, and {failure, 1 } is the two-point domain. The least 
element of D, which is the identilication of the least element of p(S), i.e., 
the empty set, and the least element of the two-point domain, is denoted in 
the sequel by J-. 
As discussed in the Introduction, the delinition of a suitable union 
function is the key concept for the delinition of the behavior of a produc- 
tion system. The OR function delined below handles nontermination and 
failure in the intuitively expected way and enjoys the mathematical proper- 
ties which allow the computation of the fixpoint operator. 





v&s, { }s= {s] 
Vd, d’ ED, OR(d, d’) = OR(d’, d) 
OR( 1, failure) = OR(L, 1) = L 
OR(failure, failure) = failure 
VA, BED-{ 1, failure], OR(,4, B) = ,4 u B 
VA ED-{-L, failure}, 
OR@, 1)=/t 
OR(A, failure) = A 
Vd , ,..., d,,., E D, 
OR,dd, ,..., dM) = OR(dl, OR(... OR(dMp,, dM)...)). 
PROPERTY 2. OR is continuous. 
ProoJ By cases. 
The next function, Z, is able to extract from a search tree the results in 
terms of sets of successful states or failure. As usual, conditional 
expressions are written 
El + &, -%. 
The + associates to the right. 
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DEFINITION (Function Z). The function Z: T + D is delined as the least 
lixpoint of the following function [: 
<=Aq.&.(t(A)~Sand,5(t(A))-+ {t(A)}, 
t (A ) = failure -+ failure, 
t(A)ES and lE(t(A)) + ORM(q(sbt(t, l)),..., q(sbt(t, M))). 
PROPERTY 3. The least fixpoint of function < can be written 
W{t’Wl IIt 
failure if t is finite and Vp l L(t), t(p) = failure 
{s 1 Zlps=t(p)andsESandE(s)} $1~ t(p)ESandE(t(p)) 
1 otherwise, 
where Q is the least function in the domain [T -+ D]. 
Property 3 characterizes the result of the execution of a production 
system denoted by the search tree under expansion. Indeed, if all the paths 
of the search tree have been expanded and all of them lead to failure, then 
the result of the production system is just failure. If some path leads to a 
successful state, then the successful state is included into the set of 
solutions. If no solution has been obtained, i.e., some of the paths lead to 
failure and all of the others (at least one) can be further expanded, then the 
answer is still completely undetined. 
4. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 
4.1. Search Strategies 
From now on, all the definitions will be stated with respect to a par- 
ticular production system: P X= goal E: 
E,-+C’l; 
The following detinition establishes the notion of expansion of an expan- 
dable path, which characterizes the simplest computation step in a produc- 
tion system. 
DEFINITION (Ex). Let p G X(t), Ex( p, t) is obtained from t replacing the 
subtree sbt(t, p) by t’ such that 
f’ = <t(p), <t,, tz,..., t,w)), 
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where 
~, = mkt (failure) 
i 
if 1 UEJl f(p), 
J 
mWQCjll t(p)) otherwise. 
In the following picture, Ex is applied to a tree t and a path p leading to 
a state S. The production system contains two rules, one of which is not 
applicable and, hence, leads to failure and the second is applicable and 
leads to a new state ~[C’JS. 
PROPERTY 4. Let p, p’ E X(t), then Ex( p, Ex( p’, t)) = Ex( p’, Ex( p, t)). 
The property states that the order in which two expandable paths are 
expanded is ininfluential on the computation. 
PROPERTY 5. Let p E X(t), then t 6 Ex( p, t). 
Prooj Follows immediately from the definition of Ex. 
It is now possible to define a search strategy as a function mapping 
search trees into search trees. Basically, the search strategy chooses a subset 
of leaves in X(t) to be expanded. 
DEFINITION (search strategy). A search strategy p is defined to be any 
function 
,o:T-+T 
with the property 
dt)=W~/w.. (WP,, t))...) for some subset {p ,,..., ph} of X(t). 
FIGURE 1 
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PROPERTY 6. Let p be any search strategy, then 
X(t)= { } =+-p(t)= t. 
PROPERTY 7. t < p(t). 
ProojI Follows immediately from Property 5. 
DEFINITION (full search strategy). The full search strategy R is a strategy 
which expands all expandable paths at each step. According to the full 
search strategy, any p E X(ai(mkt(s))), has length i. 
4.2. Operational Semantics via Search Trees 
Given a production system P, a search strategy p, and an initial state s, 
mkt(s) < p(mkt(s)) 6 . . . < p’(mkt(s)) < . . . 
is a chain in T. 
The operational semantics Pp of a production system P, with respect to a 
search strategy p, can now be delined to be a mapping from elements of S+ 
to elements of T. 
DEFINITION. PQ(s) = lub{ pi(mkt(.s))}. 
A question which can be addressed now is “which are the properties 
characterizing good search strategies ?” Certainly a good property is that a 
search strategy is able to reach all successful states. 
DEFINITION (safeness). A search strategy p is safe if, for each s and J’, 
- s’ satisfies E, 
~ s’ is reachable from s by a sequence of application of p 
then s’ E lub{ pi(mkt(s))}. 
It is obvious that for each solution s’ a search strategy, able to reach it, 
does exist. Hence, the following property characterizes safeness. 
PROPERTY 8. A search strategy /? is safe $f 
Vp, lub{p’(mkt(s))] <lub{/?(mkt(s))}. 
(In other words, a search strategy is safe $ and only if it explores a search 
tree equal or larger than the one explored by any other search strategy.) 
The following theorem offers an intuitive characterization of safeness. 
Informally, the theorem says that a search strategy is safe if it pushes all 
expandable paths deeper and deeper in the search tree. 
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THEOREM 1. A search /? is safe if Vs Vk 3 m such that 
Vh<k, lj(i l,..., h,) cs W”Y~W~~~. 
ProojI Let p be any search strategy and n a positive integer. Let k be 
the maximum depth in p” (mkt(s)). Then the hypothesis of the theorem 
states that it does exist m such that fim(mkt(s)) is such that: 
13(fi ,..., ih), h<k, (i ,,..., ih) l X(/F(mkt(s))). 
Let Z7, ..., pU be the sequence of terminal paths selected according to p in 
order to get p” (mkt(s)), i.e., 
Ex( pU ,... Ex( p,, mkt(.s))...) = p’Ymkt(s)). 
Let Z7{ ,..., pi, be the sequence of terminal paths selected according to /I in 
order to get /Y(mkt(s)).Then it is easy to prove that there does exist a 
sequence of terminal paths 
@“=P 
u 1 ,..., pu, pu + , ,..., PF2 
where 
Ex( p; ,... Ex(p!, mkt(s))...) = /Y(mkt(s)), 
which implies, by Property 5, that 
and, since this is true for any n, 
lub{#(mkt(s))} <lub{/?(mkt(.s))}. 
The most obvious safe search strategy is the full search strategy. It is also 
obvious that the breadth-first strategy is safe. Indeed, according to it, one 
of the expandable nodes closest to the root is expanded at each step. Since 
the number of alternatives in a production system is linite, the breadth-lirst 
strategy is equivalent to the full search strategy. 
4.3. Safeness and Sets of Results Operational Semantics 
The following theorem hoids. 
THEOREM 2. Zf a search strategy fi is safe, then 
Vp, lub{Z(#(mkt(s)))} <lub{Z(/?(mkt(s)))]. 
Prooj Follows directly from the definition of safeness and from the 
continuity of Z. 
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The theorem simply states that the notion of safeness can be established 
also considering the behavior of a production system with respect to sets of 
results instead of search trees. 
5. DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS 
Essentially, the problem is to be able to put together the results coming 
from a number of subcomputations into a global set of results. As discussed 
in Section 3, OR is coherent with the intuition of the behavior of a produc- 
tion system and enjoys the mathematical properties (e.g., continuity) which 
allow the computation of the lixed-point operator. 
The following delinition characterizes the semantics of a production 
system as a function mapping elements of S+ into sets of results, i.e., 
elements of D. The function is detined as the least lixpoint of an operator ZL 
The definitions are stated with respect to a particular production system as 
delined in Section 4. 
1 failure sj= C[Cj]S if 7 E[E,js, otherwise. 
The definition shows that the intuitive meaning of production systems 
can be formalized by a very simple recursive equation. Indeed, the 
delinition expresses that, in order to get the set of results from .Y, the sets of 
results from each sj, such that si= ~[CJr, have to be gathered via a 
suitable operator OR. 
The next theorem relates the operational semantics and the denotational 
semantics in a tight way. 
THEOREM 3. lub(#[Q])s=Z(lub(ai(mkt(s)))), wZzere Q Ls ~ZW least 
element of the domain of continuous functions [S+ + D]. 
ProojI By induction on n, it is shown that 
Z(c?(mkt(s))) = Z.L~+~[Q]S, n 20. 
6. FAILURE-SUCCESS SEMANTICS 
The previously given semantics (both operational and denotational) 
associate all possible results to a production system.If just one result is suf- 
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ficient, the semantic domain can be simplified. Indeed, in this case, produc- 
tion systems are naturally classified: successful, failing, and undefined. 
The set of results denotational semantics can be easily reformulated in 
terms of a success-failure domain 
B = { 1, failure, success 1. 
The function: 
is defined as 
R(failure) = failure 
V.-t E p [S], R(x) = success. 
The following property derives immediately from the definition. 
PROPERTY 9. R is continuous. 
The operator OR can be redetined on B as 
ORB( 1, failure) = ORB(failure, 1) = 1 
ORB(failure, failure) = failure 
Vx E B, ORB(x, success) = ORB(success, x) = success. 
PROPERTY 10. ORB is monotonic and then continuous, because of the 
j7atness of B. 
PROPERTY 11. VA, BED, ORB(R(A), R(B)) = R(OR(,4, @). 
The semantic equation in terms of a failure-success domain is defined by 
the function Pi. Let 
OR,dx~ ,..., x,,J = OR&,,... (OR&M- 1, ~,w~-.~, 
p8 = Af~7 . (As s = failure -+ failure, 
s E S and iE[k’j~ + sucess, ORMB(q(s,) ,..., q(s,+,))), 
where 
if 7 E [Ej].s, 
otherwise. 
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The next theorem relates failure-success semantics to the set of results 
semantics. 
THEOREM 4. R(lub{$[Q]}.s) = lub{pL [Q]}s, where Q denotes both the 
least element qf [S+ + D] and [S+ -+ B]. 
ProojI By induction on FI it is proved that 
WTQlb~~ = /.GLQlb) n 20. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The detinition of a denotational model for search nondeterminism has 
shown itself to be a useful tool for a concise description of the critical issues 
of production systems, as well as a necessary framework for the study of 
operational semantics similar to concrete implementations. 
Domains similar to the one used in this paper have been proposed as the 
basic framework for the semantics of parallel and nondeterministic 
languages. Two general methods for the construction of such domains have 
been proposed. The lirst one is the completion by ideals proposed in 
(Scott, 1982) and applied to the construction of powerdomains in 
(Winskel, 1983). 
The method starts from a preorder relation. Then the ideals (left-closed, 
directed subsets) of the preorder are ordered by inclusion in order to 
obtain an algebraic domain with isolated elements, which corresponds to 
equivalence classes of elements of the preorder according to the natural 
equivalence. 
The other method is based on a categorical construction as proposed in 
(Hennessy and Plotkin, 1979). Indeed, it is possible to construct a power- 
domain on an arbitrary c.p.o. considering a continuous binary union 
operator with appropriate properties. 
Although it is certainly possible to frame the construction of the domain 
of the paper in one of these general theories, the domain is so simple that 
the straightforward construction has been preferred. 
The choice of production systems as the language to work with has been 
mainly due to the desire to apply theoretical computer science 
methodology to the analysis of one of the most common tools of the 
artiticial intelligence held. 
This work is only a first attempt towards a formal understanding of 
search nondeterminism. It was originated by the attempt to provide a for- 
mal semantics to a more sophisticated nondeterministic language [ 111. 
The features of such a language, which are still to be framed into a formal 
model, are the programmability of the control strategy and the possibility 
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of exchanging information among the different branches of computation. 
These and other features improve the programmability of nondeterministic 
algorithms on one hand, but make the semantics of the language much 
more complex on the other. 
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